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High security at the Opening.  Fukoshima clean up still testing.  Announcement about 

collaboration with Russia.  E-Book available online.    (:36).  Music presentation from 

last workshop, continues with more details. Keshe says you are the first to understand this 

explanation, cell division, this is how the Universe is created. Single cell divides into two, 

when it divides it increases in volume. The 8 cells become balanced and become 1, and it 

can do it again. (:50). Why do you think the gravitational takes first. Because all the 

fields are available in that area, because its compactness, and in the center it's always 

stronger. The difference between Magnetic and Gravitation gives the mass. This process 

goes up to 10 then restarts. (1:00).  How the division takes place. This is the essence of 

the Creation. 6 divisions on the outer circle with the gaps between make 12. Stonehenge 

12 stones, 12 disciples (1 woman, 12 man), clock 12 division, in the balance of the fields, 

or soul. Twelve is fundamental in Creation, form is the essence of the Creator. Principle 

Energy. The 4 becomes 3+ and 3-, why? (1:17). In the image of the Creator. World peace 

treaty same principle, 12 core members, through them to reach the totality. neutron 

dividing into electron and proton, when you have one more or less, creates an imbalance 

(Judas), the imbalance causes the division and thus expansion of creation. If all 12 are in 

balance, they pull equally in on each other and there's no room for expansion. (1:33). 

Analogy of Moon like an electron of Earth (proton). Keshe uses analogy of shower head 

and water hitting floor. Planetary system can be there but invisible to man. As the fields 

of the plasma of the sun radiates out, the MG fields weaken and become solar dust, even 

planets and moons. When the fields divide and you get a balancing, then the moon is a 

collection of the dusts at point of balancing. Each moon is created according the strength 

of the layer, can have multiple moons. isotopes are created by radiation of additional 

neutrons in the nucleus according to field strengths trying to reach a balance. Moon not 

created by collision of asteroids.    (1:50).   Nicolas drew a graph that is a map of MG 

fields on a plasma. Could become a MG detector. Earth is a plasma. When you get 

multiple plasmas on top of each other you get the diamond structure lattice, straight line 

fields. Why light acts as both a ray and particle. The skin acts this way, has different 

layers on top of each other. different field strengths superimposes on each other and 

create different materials, endless combinations, and why you get certain materials in 

certain parts of Universe and not others. "Wormholes" are pathways between Universes. 

By imposing a number of these fields on top of each other, UFO's create transparencies 

on different levels. Body can create and body can make visible.   (2:08). This map can 

also work on the Plasma reactors, where you can get the different field strengths.  Keshe 

invites him to come and teach at Foundation. (2:26).  Create free plasma in the reactors. 

You reach the essence of the emotion of man and soul.  MG Pressure walls in the 

reactors. The skin has built in pressure walls. Nicolas is right on with the pressure walls. 

Need to translate into physical structure. (2:34).  These pressure walls are everywhere in 

body. Conditions created by different layers of body structure. The fingernails is an 

example of different layering on finger, and look at the straight lines of fields in finger to 

allow for flexibility (of field flow). See the diamond structure in the skin. You can read 

the emotion of man through the skin structure. How is holding the cup gives lot of insight 

into soul, lines going outward is a giver. The black skin means not materialistic, sharing 

culture. Emotion shown by physical structure. Eliya, in the skin each Gans material has 

AC/DC and you get interaction with other plasmas, you loose the field strength when you 



go out from the Principle Matter. PM is the condensed nucleus of each Gans, that's why 

at the end of the field lines those parts are flexible with other fields, as in fingers. 

Describes how Gans can penetrate skin.   Every cell in body has spherical shape.    (2:58).  

Back to Nicolas and MG Pressure Walls. Same as with the skin and how it penetrates the 

Gans.  Arman developed another way to create MG Pressure Walls, by Nano coating 

uneven and with texture on the surface, each plate is unique. Rolling of the copper plate 

give different surface structure.    Nano coat MEANS to release the atomic structure to 

the plasmatic structure attached to the surface.  Flares on the Sun die to Plasmatic MG 

pressures.  (3:22).   Create the pressures in the back of walls. The skin has different cores 

that creates the pressures. How to create rotation without motors in reactors. How the sun 

rotates. If you create a cavity in the wall of reactor, it becomes like electron.  

 


